SISC’s Safety & Health Plan
JUNE 5 2022

CHANGE LOG: SEE BELOW

Here is the Safety & Health Plan for season 2022. Please read the entire document already now, so
you can prepare yourself for a fantastic and safe time at the farm.
In these still complicated times, we will have some great weeks on the farm this summer. To make
a safe and healthy season, it is important that everyone follows the guidelines and rules and that
everyone behaves in a responsible way. Both before and during the stay at the farm - even if you
don't agree with the rules or have different views on the corona situation.
Please note that this document is subject for change depending on current global and regional
developments and discoveries by national or supranational bodies. Some possible examples:
authorities changing quarantine rules, the spread of mutated strains in Denmark, introducing
obligatory PCR-testing on entering Denmark, the declaration of a country as a high risk area, etc.

Introduction
All around Europe, the corona situation is getting better, and more countries are loosening up or
removing the corona restrictions. In Denmark for instance, all corona restrictions have been
removed. But there are still countries with restrictions. And since our members are coming to the
farm from all over, we want to create a safe space for everybody again this year.
The Safety & Health Plan is made around the principle of a bubble, where normal corona
measurements will not be enforced during the weeks. For instance, no face masks or social
distance, once you are in the bubble.
If you don't feel comfortable with this, we encourage you to re-evaluate your stay.
The rules are the same for everbody, but if you come outside EU please check what extra rules
that might apply for you.
All participants and staff goes through the arriving procedures and other procedures in the Safety
& Health Plan. Once cleared and inside the farm, participants are kept in a bubble without any
contact to the outside world - see exceptions below.
We are aware that it is not possible to make a stay at the farm a 100% safe, but we believe that
these rules and guidelines make it as safe as possible and eliminating as many risks as possible.
Going to the farm is built on trust. All participants should do their best to follow the rules and
instructions. You are going to the farm on your own responsibility.
In this document you may not find the internal procedures like cleaning, hygiene, handover
between weeks, procedures for testing team and more.
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The wellbeing and safety of members and staff comes first. So if SISC finds that it is not safe to
run a week, we will take the hard decision of cancelling it, in spite of possible financial
consequences.
It is NOT enough to just read until here. You need to read and understand the full document :-)

Travel, entering and leaving the farm
If participants want to travel earlier or later, there is a new Bed & Breakfast with more than
35 rooms, 500 meter from the farm: Djurshousing.
You book directly with Djurshousing with 20% discount if you use this voucher: Firmaaftale
https://djurshousing.dk
+45 28553403

• Entry in Denmark
At this point, there are no restrictions to enter Denmark. However, it is your responsibility to
ensure what applies for you. Please use this link for the latest news:
https://en.coronasmitte.dk/rules-and-regulations

• Prepare for the farm
Again this year, we will receive Danish Kroner and Euros at the farm. So please bring enough cash,
we don’t take other payments like credit cards.

• Strong suggestions
- Up to 5 days before arrival at the farm, please do not attend bigger social gatherings of more

than 5 people.
- If you travel by public transport and you can not keep a distance of 1.5 meter to others, please
wear a mask.
- If you have any covid symptoms, or if you have been in contact with somebody that is infected
with covid, please stay home for the safety of everybody and use the option of a 100% refund.

• Documentation
Everyone has to present a proof of full vaccination plus booster. If you are not vaccinated, you will
need to take a PCR test (taken no longer than 48 hours before your arrival) and present proof of
your negative PCR test.
Please bring your documentation in the form of a printed or digital human readable certificate (no
QR codes, because we can not scan it!) and make sure in good time that you have access to the
documentation, since some covid apps are no longer active. Please note again: we can’t scan QR
codes at the farm!
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Upon arrival at the farm, everyone will have to take a rapid covid test (free of charge). SISC will
provide for the tests. The negative result will give you access to the farm. If the test is positive,
you can’t get into the farm and you will receive a 100% refund. After a positive rapid covid test at
the farm, you are allowed to take a PCR test on the same day, at your own costs. If that PCR test is
negative, you will have access in the farm.

• Participants may not enter the farm if:
-

they have any of the corona symtoms
they cannot provide proper documentation (see above)
they are tested positive
they have been with someone that was diagnosed corona or has any of the corona symptoms
up until a week before they arrived
- they are travelling in a car with someone that is tested positive

• Travel to the farm
- If participants travel by car together and one is tested positive by arrival, all participants in the
car will be considered positive
- If a participant (after completing the SISC safety procedure) leaves the farm to pick up someone
else, both the driver and the newly arrived need to be tested before entering the farm. If the
newly arrived is tested positive, everybody in the car will be considered positive.

• Entering the farm
- All participants need to arrive between 15:00 and 18:00.
- All participants will receive a Safety & Consent Form (sworn statement) to be filled out on arrival
at the farm.
- If something happens during your trip and you will be delayed, please send an email to
camp@sisc.dk
- If there is one participant in a car that is tested positive, everyone in the car will be considered
positive.
- Participants arriving at the farm will have to wait on the street and in safe distance and wait for
instructions from the staff. While waiting, it is not allowed to have any contact with other
participants you are not travelling with.
- If a participant has a positive quick test, they are allowed to go to a public or commercial testing
place to have a second test done. This must be a PCR test.
- If a participant needs an extra PCR test, it is at their own expense.
- If a participant needs to wait for the result of an extra PCR test, SISC will assist in finding
accommodation. The accomodation is at their own expense.

• During the week
- Every week will be in their own bubble. This means that all participants are in a closed circle and
do not have any contact with anybody else outside the farm. It also means that both the farm
area and all participants are cleared. Participants can act freely as in before corona times.
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- Participants are not allowed to go out of the farm. If a participant goes out of the farm, they are
not allowed to re-enter. There are two exceptions:
- You can leave the farm by foot to go for walks and runs outside the farm. If you do this,
you’ll have to avoid all contact to people outside, and stay within a distance of 1.5 meter
to other people. You are not allowed to do do shopping, meet up with other people
outside the farm, etc.
- In case of health emergency or an urgent medical condition, Management (Camp
Manager/ Camp Assistant) has to be informed immediately. The participant(s) involved is
allowed to leave the camp for medical treatment. If company is needed, one person can
go with them. Special instructions on how to proceed, will be given by Management. Reentering the farm after a medical emergency can only be done after approval of the of
Management.
- It is not allowed to meet up with anybody that is not a participant.
- There will be an external shopping team that has no physical contact to anyone in the week. The
shopping team can take minor shopping orders.
- The SISC bar will have a bigger variety of drinks and snacks.
- In order to prevent participants from going to the cash machine (ATM), SISC will take Danish
Krones and Euros this year at the farm.
- If a participant doesn’t feel well with or without symptoms, they will have to follow instructions
from Management.
- During the week, Management can always decide to have all participants tested (including staff).
- Because the bubble situation is different from other years, there will be practical changes to
some normal rules and options.
For instance, if you want to make a phone call, normally you would do this outside the farm. This
year that would not be possible. For this and other issues, we will have practical solutions ready.
- If, during the week, urgent matters come up where for instance a plumber or electrician is
needed, there are separate internal instruction for staff. This includes a total separation to
participants, cleaning and more.

• In between weeks
-

Participants who will stay for the next week will get an additional rapid test.
Participants are not allowed to leave the farm between the weeks (see exceptions)
Participants that stay will not interact with non-cleared persons.
In the time between the weeks, the take over team (a SISC member that is not part of the week)
is in charge and will take special corona safety measurements described in the internal
instructions.

• Leaving the farm
- All participants that don’t stay for the next week have to leave camp latest at 11:00.
- No physical contact is allowed between participants arriving and participants leaving.

• After the farm
- After arriving home, participants have to follow their own country’s guidelines.
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- All participants are encouraged to test as soon as possible after arriving home. If the test is
positive, the participant is obliged to inform SISC immediately. SISC will then pass on the
information to all other participants anonymously.

General rules
- Everybody, including staff, has to follow the rules.
- Management, together with the SISC board, can send a participant home if they don’t follow
the rules or instructions.

- Management, together with the SISC board, can choose to stop a week in case of a virus
outbreak.

- If someone has to travel home or is not admitted to the farm before the week ends for whatever
reason, the costs and responsibilities are entirely on the participant.
SISC is not liable for any risks of any participant.
Participants are responsible for their own personal insurance.
Participants are responsible for traveling and arriving in time at the farm.
All documentations, certificates etc. must be in official approved format, and as a minimum in
English.
- By law, SISC is not obligated to share participant’s data to authorities. If a participant contacts
health system themselves, other rules may apply.

-
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References
Danish guidelines
https://en.coronasmitte.dk/rules-and-regulations
Information about Danish test centres
https://www.rm.dk/om-os/aktuelt/corona/test-for-smitte-med-coronavirus/turist-information/
Testing centres in Denmark
https://en.coronasmitte.dk/find-covid-19-test-center
Bed and Breakfast place near by with discount for participants that want to arrive earlier or leave
late. 35 rooms for 1-4 persons.
Participants can get a special discount of 20% by using the voucher Firmaaftale
All booking is done directly to Djurshousing.
https://djurshousing.dk
SISC cancellation rules in 2022
During the corona pandemic, the cancellation rules are different, see:
https://sisc.dk/bdsm-weeks/all-about-booking (under “Cancellation”)

Changes
No changes
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